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Aftel. Hghtning strikes Axum Obelisk
Italy decides to I.etul.n it to Ethiopia

Italy  is  willing  to  fulfill  its  earlier  promises  to
return an ancient obetisk to Ethiopia.

Junior culture rinister Vittorio Sgarbi spoke on
the subject after lightning damage to the monument in
Rome raised new controversy.

"This is  indeed a good time to send the obelisk

back,"  said Sgarbi,  a day after Ethiopia blamed the
Italian  Government  for  the  damage  to  the  Axum
Obelisk,  which  has  been  at  the  center of a  dispute
between the two countries for 60 years.

Sgarbi said his earlier objections to returning the
160-ton obelisk had been based purely  on technical
cousideratious, as moving the monument could dam-
age  it.  "But now it  has  already been damaged,  we
might as well give it back."

Ethiopia's Ministry of Youth, Sports and Culture
said Rome "should be held responsible for the damage
to  the  Axum  Obelisk"  during  a  thunderstomi  in
Rome.

The  80-foot granite  monument was  looted from
the holy city of Axum in northern  Ethiopia, when the
fascist  regime  of  Italian  dictator  Benito  Mussolini
invaded the East African country in 1937, and taken
to Italy.

During the thunderstorm several pieces from the
top of the Axum Obelisk crashed to the ground.

Archaeology experts are assessing the damage but
Rome  Prefect  Emiho  del  Mese,  the  govemment's
representative  in  the  capital,  has  described  it  as
"considerable".

The Ethiopian ministry statement said that "if the
Itahan Government heeded to the persistent plea since
1947 by the people and government of Ethiopia and
again  over  the  last  10  years,  for  the  return  of the
obelisk, the relic would have been home by now".

Rome  initiany  pledged  to  return the  obelisk  in
1948, and made another promise in 1997 after signing
a bilateral  agreement specifying  its  refum  the  same
year.

But almost 66 years after it was looted, the obefisk
stin stands in Rome's Piazza di Porta Capena,  near

After lightning damaged the
Axum Obelish May 28, 2002,
Italy has once again said they

will rchim the column to
Ethiopia. The chelisk was

originally taken from the  na-
tion by  Mussolini in 1937.

Ethiopia issued Scott  1490-92
in 1998 expecting its return.

the Cohseum.
The  Ethiopian  Government  said that  Italy's  ex-

cuse  for  its  delay  due  to  technical  problems  was
"unacceptable"  and  reiterated  the  demand  for  "the

immediate return of the obetisk to its rightful owner -
Ethiopia„.

It called on groups  and friends of Ethiopia who
are lobbying for the return of au Ethiopian historical
and cultural monuments found in Europe and other
countries, to exert pressure on the Italian Government
to return the Axum Obelisk without further delay.

Ethiopiaus  see  the  obelisk as  a  symbol  of their
identity and their ancient civilization and are angered
by   what   one   Axumite   resident   deseribed   as   a
"shameless  attempt  by  Italy  to  steal,  and  illegany

retain, a symbol of another country's identity, history
and culture" .

EDITOR'S NOTE: The above report and photograph
provided by  BBC News -ALfrica dated Friday,  May  31,
2002 and reported in Explorator on Sunday Jttne 9, 2002.
For more irformation on Explorator see the note on Page 12.
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OWA Vol-e 17
receives awnd

At  right  is  the  Cer-
tificate of Award given
to us at Canada's Sirth
National  Philatelic  Lit-
erature  Exhibition  held
in   Ottawa   May   4-5,
2002.

We are also entered
in a philatelic literature
competition in a major
United States exhibition
later this summer.

Awards    such    as
these are always a joint
effort  between  editors,
authors, and supporting
readers.  And  we  have
some good ones.
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On the sul)ject of color
In my original dummy for this edition I had planned for four pages

with  color  for  Hugh  Johnston's  article,  three  pages  for  George
Rohrer's article and one for mine on Page One. That would have been
a total of eight color pages. Here's the bottom line on doing that: Eight
pages times 50 copies equals 400 pages. My color printer only prints
ten pages per hour of color and black and white copy. That adds up to
40 hours,  so I thought I better cut back so I changed my dummy to
two pages for George and two pages for Hugh and one for Page One.
That cut the total hours down to 25. But realistically, isn't that still too
much time and color cartridge expense (usuauy bone by me)? So I
ended up with what you have here, one page for each major story. I
win make some reprints for each author with color on several of their
pages as a token of appreciation for what they do for an of us. My
special thanks especiany to George Rohrer, Hugh Johnston and Eileen
Meier for their articles. I have some on hold for the next issue. Keep
them coming - as long as a story is on file, I guess it better be printed!

Things of archacolog}7 to rememl)er in present times
As  I  sat  looking  at  these

hands from centuries old caves
my  mind  drifted  back  aways
and thought of all the children
of all the world who have taken
a piece of chalk or Dad's paint
brush and painted the outline of
their hands on the sidewalk or
wall.   Thank   goodness   some
things never change.
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Queen Nefertari -
Temple, Tomb

and Hieroglyphs
By Hugh W. Johnston

Scott Egypt C148

As tourists round the bend after leaving the bus at Abu Simbel they are immediately awestruck by
the  immense  facade  of the  Great  Temple  of Ramesses  11.  Almost  lost  in  the  scene  are  the
diminutive figures of members of the royal family at the feet of the four gigantic statues.

Ivory Coast C27

EgyptC102

Just to the north of the portal is the 65 foot seated
statue  of Ramesses  wearing  the  crown  of the
North. By his richt leg is the statue of his favorite
wife and queen, Nefertari (whose name may be
translated     "[The  one]  to  whom  beauty  per-
tains"), the subject of this presentation.1

Little  if anything  is  known  of her  background
except that she was chief queen until her death in
about year 24 of the reign. What is known is that
Ramesses  and  Nefertari  together  constructed  a
temple dedicated to both the Hathor (the mother
goddess) and Nefertari.  Here the queen's statues
are  equal  in  height  to  those  of her  husband's
(about 33  ft.).2

The entire fa€ade is covered with hieroglyphs
which pertain to the attributes and epithets of
the  king and the  queen.  Attributes  and epi-
thets of Nefertari occur on columns two and
five, reading from the left on the stamps.

The hieroglyphs on column two read "A temple,
grandiose monument for the Great Wife of the

Egypt 590

EgITt N34

lfi=ifi%~}B£GES©Hfl¥filAF=
King, Nefertari Beloved of Mut, by love for whom the sun rises; given life; beloved. ''3

ord unould aRchoeologisc, VOL ;cviii, no. 5 Page 3



On column five the hieroglyphic line may be translated "A work of the King of Upper and Lower
Egypt User-maat-ra chosen of Re' for the Great Royal Spouse Nefertari beloved of Mut in Nubia,
[ctven life] like Re' forever and etemally. "

-i¥¥GE=!=?!±!®!
Upon entering the portal of the Temple of Hathor we are confronted by six pillars, each bearing the
head of the goddess Hathor, easily recognized by the cow's ears. One of the three vertical columns
of hieroglyphs on the front of each pillar displays the atthbutes and epithets of Nefertari, c.g.

Congo People's Repul.lie CB1-C83

!¥¥=Eul:+REfiT
"Great Spouse of the King, loved by him, Nefertari Beloved of Mut, beloved of Isis, given life"4

Beyond the hypostyle hall there is a transverse chamber. On one of the walls a beautiful relief is
carved depicting Nefertari (the central figure) being crowned by Hathor (at left below) and Isis.5

Egypt 1055

Egypt 809
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The  horizontal  row  of hieroglyphs  at  the  left reads  "Hathor,  Mistress  of Ibshek."  The  vertical
columns at the center and right read "Wife of the King" and "Isis, the God-mother," respectively.

On another wall  in the transverse  chamber,  Ramesses  and Nefertari are  shown before Hathor.
Nefcrtari carries papyrus flowers and a systrum (a kind of rattle used to evoke the goddess).6

i  ±: :I_::_= :-::i:ii=i
Argentina 750 Trial Color Proofs

Nefertari did not live to participate in the inaugural ceremonies marking the completion of the
temple of Hathor. Her place at the rites was probably taken by her successor, Queen Iset-no fret.

Ramesses ordered the burial of his beloved queen in a sumptuous tomb in "ftz sef ae/€:r`:£f" or "The
Place of Beauty," known today as the "Valley of the Queens." Scenes on the walls of the chambers
and corridors deseribe the procession of Nefertari throuch the underworld to attain perpetual life
in the kingdom of Osiris, god of the dead.7

During her journey through the underworld, Nefertari was under
the  protection of the goddess Ma'at. On the lintel over the doorway
to her burial chamber,  a line of hieroglyphs includes the figure of
the goddess:  "Words spoken by Ma'at, daughter of Re'  [|] protect
[my]  daughter,  the King's  Great Wife Nefertari Beloved of Mut,
justified.»8

On the south wall of a chamber ahead of the tomb
chamber itself, Nefertari is depicted playing se7eef or
"Throuch the Underworld," a board game consist-

ing  of  30  squares  with  moveable  gaming  pieces
caned dancers.  She plays this  game  alone  against
an  unseen  opponent  symbolizing  fate.  She  must
win the game in order to acquire immortality in the
afterlife.

The  columns  of  hieroglyphs  read  "The  Osiris,
Great Wife of the King, Mistress of the Two Lands,
Nefertari Beloved of Mut, justified roy]  Osiris, the
oreat god. „

The iuustration is a 1989 unaccapted design by Nadia Abdel Fatah. Reduced from 5.75 x 5. 75 inches.
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Egypt 1738

E8ypt610

Scott 1738

On a wall in the recess in the entrance chamber, Nefer-
tari  is  gently
goddess Isis wh
King's  Great
made a place fo

Hieroglyphs on

ged  forward  in  her  journey  by  the
holds her hand and s

ife,  Nefertari Beloved
you in the necropolis."

i:s#ehi::
e richt hand stamp read "Great Wife

of the  King,  Mistress  of the  Two  Lands,  Nefertari
Beloved of Mut. "

The  recess  in  the  entrance  chamber  leads  into  a  side
chamber  where Nefertari pays homage to Thoth, the god
of writing.  The text reads "Words spoken by Osiris: `Great
Wife  of  the  King,  Nefertari  Beloved  of Mut,  true  of
voice,.„10

On the side walls
of  the  descend-
ing  passage  are
scenes  depicting
the queen setting
down   vases   of
wine before Ha-
thor.

In the left scene
the  hieroglyphs

read  "I  have  given  you  the  ap-
pearance of Re'  in heaven, Great
Wife  of the King, Mistress of the
Two  Lands,  mistress  of  all  the
lands, possessor of charm, sweet-
ness  and love, Lady of upper and
Lower Egypt,  [the Osiris]  Nefer-
tari Beloved of Mut. "

I,;L,,-,,,,,I!:,i

Egypt 755

E8yptN113

NIinhaed Plate Block, Ghana 153

At the right, the three columns of hierogyphs on the stamps are truncated phrases from longer
passages translated as follows (Phrases on the stamps are in italics):  Center:  "Recitation: I have
given you appearance in glory [as] jzc' z.# £fec sky." At the left: "Recitation: I have given you 4 #¢#te
cfgr#¢/ /¢.fe Rc'." At the right: "The Great Wife of the King, Mistress a/£fec Two £¢#ds, A4\ifercss . , . '']]
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The climax of Queen Nefertari's journey through the under-
world takes place in the sarcophagus chamber. Here the queen
is challenged by seven gate keepers in the realm of Osiris, god
of the  underworld.  She  successfuny enunciates  their names,
passes through the gates and then ten portals, also manned by
gate keepers, to again meet Osiris. He gives her "the appear-
ance of Re' in heaven, au infinity with him, all eternity with
him,  and all joy with him.  Osiris,  who resides  in the West,
Wen-nefer, king of the living, the great god, ruler of the saered
land, lord of eternity, ruler of infinity. "L2

We have now viewed a majority of stamps relating to Nefertari
which have been issued by Egypt. We close with the note that
after  its ,careful  conservation  this  tomb  was  opened  to  the
public in 1995.13

GlossnyofDeities

Egypt 1739

Amun:   The chief god of Thebes, usually shown with a feathered crown.
Hathor: Ancient mother goddess whose name means "House of Horus. "
Isis:         The wife of osiris; often associated with Hathor.
Ma'at:    Goddess of order, truth andjudgement.
Osiris:    The supreme god of the underworld. Originally a god of vegetation and shown with a

green face.

Endrotes
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Richard H. Wflkinson,  7%c Coorp/cfc rc77ep/cs a/47¢cz.c7gf Egypf QTew York, Thames and
Hudson, 2000), pp. 227-8.
C. Desroches-Noblecourt, Zrc Pefz.f rc:r7¢p/c D'4fo# Sj.eede/ Le Caire,  1968), p.  13. The
hieroglyph fonts are published by Maui Code Works, G/)pdsc77.4e 2000, Version 3.01.
The program can be downloaded from the internet.
Ibid,p.74.
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John K. MCDonald, op. c¥.f., p. 79. The stamp shown here illustrates a wall painting of
Osiris and Hathor which does not exist in the tomb of Nefertari. This seated figure of
the god of vegetation occurs in a wan painting in the tomb of pehsukher, c. time of
Tuthmosis IH and Amenophis (IIay, MSS 29851, retraced in Lisa Manniche, Cz.f)/ a/
ffec Deed-77zebcs ¢.# Eg){g7f (Chicago, University of Chicago Press,  1987) p.  112. Osiris'
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Egyprology Update

Sunken ancient cities of Egypt coming to the surface
Strong Mediterranean currents can chum the water near the

mouth of the Nile river into a sea of mud. But when divers led by
French explorer Franck Goddio plunged overboard into the Bay
of Abulrir  one  moming  last  year,  good  visibility  made  their
nrission easier.

As they removed centuries of silt from a jumble of limestone
blocks on the sea bed 6.5 in below the surface, one of the divers
noticed a large granite imbedded in the clay. The divers flipped it
over  to  read  Egyptian  hieroglyphs  on  a  stele  that  had  been
perfectly preserved for nearly 2,000 years .

After e-mailing a digital underwater photo of the inschptious
back to Paris for identification, Goddio leaned that his team had
confirmed the discovery of Herakleion,  the fabled ancient gate-
way to Egypt that fell into the sea some 1,300 years ago.

Gradually, the coastal settlements  of ancient Egypt, buried
by  eathquakes  and  massive  collapses  of sediment,  are  being
brought back from the depths of the sea. For centuries, historians
have relied heavily on the works of contemporary travelers such
as  Herodotus  and  Strabo  for knowledge  about  aeopatra  and
other  nilers  just  before  and  during  Egypt's  Ptolemy  dynasty
(305-30 B.C.). But for the last decade, marine expeditious off the
coast of modern Alexandria  have produced  thousands  of arti-
facts,  including statues,  sphinxes, jewelry and  coins,  providing
important dues  to  one  of the most elusive  periods  of classical
times.

Perhaps the most significant breakthrough is Goddio's  dis-
covery of Herakleion, named for the Greek hero Hercules, which
predates  the  founding  of nearby  Alexandria by  Alexander  the
Great in 332 B.C.  The most important due was the stele, erected
by the King Ncktanebos I in 380 B.C. Its inschption concerning
customs taxes idendfies the site as Thonis, the Egyptian name for
Hel.akleion.

Goddio's divers also brought up a pink granite naos, or imer
sanctuary,  that  archaeologists  believe  belonged  to  the  sacred
temple of Amun-Cineb at Herakleion, visited by Herodotus in the
5th century B.C.  In addition,  the temple yielded dree colossal
statues,  5.7 in hich and weighing  15  tons,  depicting Hapy,  the
god of Nne fndlity, as well as a pharaoh and a queen.

Goddio's  main  survey  instniment  is  a  nuclear  resonance
magnetometer,  a  torpedo-shaped  super-sensing  device  that can
detect  tikely antiquities  by  measuring  the  relative  density  of

submerged  objects  against  the  earth's  magnetic  field.  As  it  is
towed on the surface, the magnetometer relays data to the survey
ship that are plotted onto a computedzed grid cormected to the
satellite-based Global Positioning System.

Goddio used the magnetometer to develop the most detailed
map ever made of the ancient Egyptian coastline.  Excavations
based  on  this  topographical  research  led  to  his  discovery  of
Herakleion and part of the city of Canopus in the same year.

Goddio's  most  glamorous  work  has  been  mapping  and
excavating the  Royal Quarous  of Alexandria.  He identified the
probable site of Cleopatra's palace on the island of Andrhodos,
which  featured  an  esplanade  lined  with  statues  and  granite
columns.  At  about  the  same  time,  French  archaeologist  Jean-
Yves  Empereur,  working  a  concession  in  Alexandria's  eastern
harbor,  discovered  the  likely  remains  of  the  Lighthouse  of
Alexandria, one of the seven wonders of the ancient world.

Critics  of Goddio's  work say  he has  stretched himself too
thin,  dashing  from one project to  another more out of love for
adventure than for the serious discipline of archaeology. But it is
hard to argue with his success in opening a window on ancient
Egypt that was closed for centuries. So rich are the 8,741 artifacts
that  Goddio  has  brought  up  so  far  that  Egyptian  officials  are
talking about an international tour and a pemanent museum of
underwater archaeology in Alexandria.

-TIME: Europe Magazine, Ijosl Cities, June 17, 2002
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Altamdra
By George Rohrer

An  18 franc Monaco stamp  displays  a copy of a
drawing by Abbe Henri Breuil of a bison in the great-
Cave of Altamira. (Scott 244). The cavern was on the
property of Don Marcelino de Sautuola in the Province
of Santander in northern Spain.

The tale is a sad one. In 1879 Don Marcelino, an
amateur prehistorian, was exploring one of the caves
on his estate with his five year old daughter.  He was
startled when Maria, a short distance away, suddenly
cried  "Toros,  toros."  Don  Marcelino  rushed  to  the
room where the little girl was gazing at pictures in the
ceiling.  What she was seeing were not bulls, but more
than a dozen bison. Her father knew that the paintings
had to be ancient. No bison had inhabited the region
for thousands of years.

Sautuola published an account of the discovery in
1880.  Scholars  were  skeptical  and  called  Don  Mar-
celino  a  fool  and  a  fraud.  He  was  even  accused  of
having  engaged  an  artist  to  create  the  pictures.  His
report was completely rejected

Another decorated cave, Fontrde-Gaume, was dis-
covered in France in 1901. The pictures there were not
accepted  as  genuine.  L'Abbe  Breuil,  the  "Father  of
Prehistory," fmally convinced the most bitter sceptic,
Emile Cartailhac,  of their authenticity.  As related in
our journal  of June  2000,  the  scholar published  his
"Mea Culpa d'un Sceptique" in 1902.

Cartailhac pursuaded the Abbe Breuil to go with
him to Altamira. He apologized profusely to Maria de
Sautuola for condemning the paintings. It was Maria,
then a little girl, who had first seen the pictures. Don
Marcelino had died fourteen years before, a frustrated
and embittered man.

My wife and I had driven the twenty miles north
to  Santillana del Mar from Puente Viesgo where we
had been escorted by Sefior Puente through four major
decorated caves in the Monte Castillo. In the cavern E1

-mail-:i-liThI`I[fi
Scott 1453

Scott Z44

Castillo there is a frieze of hands  made by spraying
red paint around human hands held against the wan.
A  total  of thirty-three  of these  hands  are  scattered
among the many animals in the cavern. Explanations
are as numerous as scholars. (Scott 1453).

Hn  Santillana  we  were  trad  to  collapse  in  the
Parador  Gil  Blas,  a  converted  palace,  elegant  and
luxurious.   The  ancient
toVli itself is most inter~
esting and filled with his-
toric  architecture,  refi-
gious and secular.

The next day I drove
the two miles to the cave
of Altamira  and joined
the guided tour while my Scottz613

wife tended to chores incidental to travel. Wrhen our
group passed the massive entrance door we assembled
in a large hall. Bypassing the
main  gauery  on  the  left we
proceeded  along  a  corridor
that    led    through    several
rooms  of paintings  varying
greatly in  quality.  There are
said to be  150 paintings and
engravings   in   these   areas.
The  final  stop  was  in  the
great  gallery  near  the  en-
trance  where  we  were  al-
lowed only ten or fifteen min-
utes.

The  fonowing  morning
the  two  of us  drove  to  the
cavern. (Scott 2613). We had
written  to  the Ministerio  de
Informaci6n  for  permission
to visit and photograph in the
great  gallery.  A  reply  from
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Figure 2

Don  Tomas,  chief prehistorian of the province gave
his consent. We were authorized to visit and photo-
graph with the provision that we enter only with the
caretaker-guide and leave two copies of each photo in
the office in Santander.

We  appeared  at  the  appointed  time  with  our
authorization  papers.  The guide was  apologetic  and
explained that he would have to take his daughter to
the  dentist.  The appointment could not be changed.

LL.

Figure 3

He would leave us undisturbed in the gallery for several
hours.

So we were locked  in the great Sistine Chapel of
Prehistory with  only  each  other,  a trouble light on  a
long cord, and wildly beating hearts.

The ceiling was so low that we could have touched
it. (Figure 1). In the middle of the room was a short flat
ledge of rock where we could lie on our backs and get
some perspective.

The  roof was  not  flat  and  level,  but  had  large
natural  rock  projections.  (Figure  2).  The  artists  had
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profited by this phenomenon to form the  shapes of the
animals and give them Ire and reality.

The  figures were  in polychrome,  principauy red,
brown,  and -black,  with  some  yellow.  Most  of the
animals were bison, some standing ovenda Scott 60),
others reclining. (Spain Scott 1452).

One deer seemed to be the largest of the
animals.    Two  wild boar were  charging to-
wards  the  center  from  opposite  directions.
Several of the animals had been  engraved. A
few,  near  the  gallery  entrance,  were  some-
what faded.

After 90 minutes or so we found that we
were  beginning  to  tire  and  were  becoming
chimed. We were trad to sit on the ledge and
contemplate our surroundings.

Then the guide was there to interrupt our

or drawn in black. The completed painting was often
scraped by a stone or other solid object to produce a
clean edge.

Observation  of our photos later disclosed  details
we had not appreciated in the gallery.

One racing wild boar was painted mostly in black
and was badly faded. Q7igure 3).

A standing polychrome bison was about five feet
long.  Part  of an  outline  had been  engraved  with  a
sharp tool. Brown wash had been added. The animal
was heavily outlined in black with more black shading
on the beuy and hind quarters. Scraping had given the
animal a sharp outline. (Figure 4).

A  recumbent  female  polychrome  bison  had  her
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absolption  and  return  us  to  the  twentieth  i/
Century.

Later   investigation   revealed   that   the
gallery was about 20 yards long and 10 yards
wide.  On  the  ceiling  were  painted  fifteen
bison,  three  hinds,  three  wfld  boars,  two
horses and a wolf.

The  ages  of  the  paintings  varied,  but
could  be  set  at  some  15,000  years  BP  (before  the
present).  The black colors were obtained  from wood
charcoal. The ardsts  produced red, brown, and yeuow
from  ocher  and  hematite.  Fragments  were  found
sharpened me pencils.

Contours were first engraved with a sharp stone,
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Figure 6

legs curled beneath her body. The animal was painted
on a big projecting rock. The entire outline, including
homs and tail was carefully scraped. (Figure 5).

A large polychrome hind seven feet long, was one
of the  finest  animals  in  the  ceiling.  It  was  lightly
outlined in black and washed in red-brown. (Figure 6).

We  were  reluctant  to  leave  Santillana  and  the
beautiful region.

In Santander we promised to send two each of our
best pictures.

We  expressed  our  gratitude  for  the privilege  of
experiencing  unforgettable  moments  in  the  "Sistine
ChapelofPrehistory."

ALTArmA - Epilogue
According to the New York Times of November

4,  2001  the breath and body heat of the crowds that
visited  the  popular  Altamira  cavern  threatened  the
pigments in the paintings. In 1982, officials fimited the
number of visitors to 8500 per year.  There is a three
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year waiting list.
After four years of construction a replica of

the cave,  and a museum have opened near the
original, at the cost of twenty million dollars.

We can only imagine bow difficult it was to
reproduce the bumps and cracks of the uneven
ceiling.  The facsimile grotto can accommodate
2200 visitors a day.

The museum displays more than four hun-
dred tools couected in Altamira and other Euro-
pean caves. Videos, films, and exhibits describe
the daily Ire of the Palaeolithics. Rquoductious
of prehistoric objects are available.

The  Altamira  National  Museum  and  Re-
search Center in Santillana is open daily except
Mondays.

Those who have visited cavems and prehis-
toric  sites  before  severe  restrictions  were  im-
posed are richly blessed.

Alramira  Cave  Update
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S|.aln scientists f]nd cave bacteria that may cause color Loss
Scientists studying a speck of pigment from

a  16,000-year-old cave  painting found  mysteri-
ous bacteria they suspect may be nibbling on the
Sistine Chapel of Paleolithic art.

The main chamber of the Caves of Altamira
in the northern Cantabria region is  dominated
by 21  splendid bison painted in red and black,
seeming to charge across a low, fimestone ceil-
ing.

Discovered  in  1868,  the  cave  complex be-
came a tourist magnet and by the 1970s received
3,000 visitors a day -plus their body heat and
moisture  from their breath.  Both are tradition-
any blamed  for a  gradual  deterioration  of the
images. Now, only 10 people a day are allowed
in.

But  microbiologists  with  Spain's  top  scien-
tific research body and colleagues from the Uni-
versity  of Vierma  now  want  to  detemine  if
bacteria  also  play  a  role  in  the  fading  of the
artwork.

A team headed by Cesareo Saiz-Jimenez of
the Scientific Research Council removed a tiny
sample  of reddish  pigment  from  a  bison  and
found it contained a treasure trove of bacteria.

Just over half were garden-variety and not
noteworthy, but there were also two surprises.

First,  about  a  quarter  of the bacteria  were  Acidobac-
terium, which scientists know little about because only a few
species can be cultivated in laboratories and thus studied.
Their metabofism and function in nature are enigmas.

Of the  ones  taken  from  the  bison,  Saiz-Jimenez  said
Friday:  "We don't know what they are doing there."  But
scientists suspect they may reduce iron. When pigment loses
iron, it also loses color.

Also, some bacteria were similar in genetic structure to
bacteria removed from a cave painting in southern Spain,
cultivated and shown to be iron-reducers.

The team has asked Altamira's administrators for per-
mission to go back in, take another pigment sample and do
more tests.

If it turns out the bacteria are eroding the paintings, one
way to counter them is to dim the lights, Saiz-Jimenez said.
Light  stimulates  growth  of  ailbome  algae  which  are  a
source of food for bacteria.

EDITOR'S NOTE.. The a:hove story was `wi:tten try  The
Associefgd Pnt:ss  on  Friday,  June  14,  and  was  reported by
Exp/o#¢for on Sunday, June 16, 2002. Exp/orflfor arives every
Sunday  on  my  e-mail  and  is  very  enjoyable  to  browse
through. Various sections report on recent developments in
old  world,  new  world,  and  a  host  of other  archaeology
subjects. To subscribe send a blank e-mail message to:

matlto:Explorator-sobscribe©iahoogroups.com
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